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In a geometrically asymmetric capacitively coupled discharge where the powered electrode is
shielded from the plasma by a layer of dielectric material, the self-bias manifests as a nonuniform
negative charging in the dielectric rather than on the blocking capacitor. In the thin sheath regime
where the ion transit time across the powered sheath is on the order of or less than the
Radiofrequency (RF) period, the plasma potential is observed to respond asymmetrically to extraneous impedances in the RF circuit. Consequently, the RF waveform on the plasma-facing surface
of the dielectric is unknown, and the behaviour of the powered sheath is not easily predictable.
Sheath circuit models become inadequate for describing this class of discharges, and a comprehensive fluid, electrical, and plasma numerical model is employed to accurately quantify this behaviour. The traditional definition of the self-bias voltage as the mean of the RF waveform is shown to
be erroneous in this regime. Instead, using the maxima of the RF waveform provides a more rigorous definition given its correlation with the ion dynamics in the powered sheath. This is supported
by a RF circuit model derived from the computational fluid dynamics and plasma simulations.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5023076
I. INTRODUCTION

Radiofrequency (RF) discharges are used in a wide variety of high technology industry applications, ranging from
plasma processes such as reactive ion etching (RIE) and
plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of
thin films on substrate wafers for microelectronic fabrication
to ion and electrothermal thrusters for electrically powered
spacecraft propulsion. Ion bombardment is often a critical
process in these applications. In plasma processing for example, there is a desire to understand and model ion bombardment to control etch profiles and etching rates,1 reduce
sputtering and compositional or structural damage to the
wafer surface,2 and address a range of other undesirable
RIE-related effects.3 For spacecraft propulsion, hollow cathode thrusters4 rely on ion bombardment for heating and sustaining temperatures for thermionic emission, but sputtering
and erosion of the insert and keeper electrode through the
same process can severely limit the lifetime of the thruster.
In the Pocket Rocket radiofrequency plasma electrothermal
microthruster,5–7 ion bombardment plays a crucial role in the
generation of secondary electrons for sustaining a gamma
mode discharge.
In general, ion bombardment is a result of the acceleration of positive ions through a plasma sheath that spans a
large potential drop, from the positive electric potential in
the plasma bulk to the target surface that is at a lower electric
potential. The target surface is often negatively biased, either
by imposing a DC voltage or via the formation of a “selfbias.” A self-bias can arise in a plasma system due to one or
a combination of the following three scenarios: the secondary electron asymmetry effect (SEAE) resulting from the use
of electrode materials with different affinities for secondary
electron emission;8 the electrical asymmetry effect (EAE)
0021-8979/2018/123(19)/193301/15/$30.00

due to using tailored waveforms at the powered electrode9,10
or from fluctuations in the plasma potential;11 or most commonly, using grounded and powered electrodes with a large
area asymmetry ratio.
The self-bias phenomenon due to the geometrical area
asymmetry of the grounded and powered electrodes has been
extensively documented in experiment,12–16 simulation,17–19
and other literature.20 Essentially, when the ratio of the
grounded and powered electrode areas is far from unity, the
capacitance of the plasma sheath at the larger electrode is
greater than that at the smaller electrode. In most plasma systems, the grounded electrode is often much larger than the
powered electrode, resulting in a negative DC bias on the
powered electrode that is maintained by a build-up of negative charge in a blocking capacitor, usually located in an
external impedance matching circuit just before the powered
electrode.
It is necessary to have an accurate characterisation of
the self-bias behaviour in order to fully understand and control the ion bombardment process. However, performing
measurements with invasive probes can be undesirable during operation or difficult due to geometry or size limitations
in many plasma systems. For these situations, simulation is
an especially useful tool for constructing a comprehensive
model of the plasma system, which is capable of providing
highly detailed data at unprecedented spatial and temporal
resolutions.
II. THEORY

Capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) systems are often
modelled as an electrical circuit consisting of two capacitors,
representing the plasma sheaths at the grounded and powered
electrodes, in series with a blocking capacitor and a RF
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source. In this picture, the circuit resembles a capacitive
voltage divider, allowing for simple calculation of the root
mean square (RMS) voltage drop across each capacitive
component. However, this type of quasi-steady-state sheath
circuit model21–25 is only valid in the regime where the ion
transit time across the sheath is much greater than the RF
period (si  sRF). In this regime, heavy ions do not respond
to the time-varying high frequency RF electric field but
rather to its time-average value. Sheath circuit models25–28
also exist for the opposite case of si  sRF in low frequency
or high density (thin sheath) RF plasmas, where ion motion
in the sheath is inertialess and responds rapidly to the oscillating RF electric field. In this regime, each sheath is modelled as a diode, current source, and capacitor in parallel,1,25
representing the electron current, ion current, and displacement current, respectively. Such a circuit has a very different
voltage division outcome than the former case, and the calculation of the voltages across the sheaths as well as the
blocking capacitor must take into account the electron and
ion currents at each electrode during the positive and negative periods of the RF cycle.
The following is a summary of the derivation by Ref. 25
of the self-bias voltage Vbias developed at the blocking
capacitor in an ideal asymmetric RF discharge with a large
grounded electrode and a small powered electrode with a
time-varying voltage waveform Upwr(t).
Due to the blocking capacitor, no DC current can flow
to either electrode. For this to be true, the plasma potential
Up(t) must be positive relative to both electrodes; otherwise,
more electrons reach the electrodes than ions due to their
greater mobility. Additionally, for an asymmetric system,
the smaller powered electrode must be negatively biased relative to the larger grounded electrode. This necessitates that
Up(t) and the voltage across the powered sheath Up(t)
– Upwr(t) are alternately positive and clamped near zero.
Consequently, the electron currents can only reach the electrodes when either sheath voltages are near zero and one or
the other sheath alternately admits a pure ion current.
In the limit where si  sRF, the plasma sheaths become
resistive instead of capacitive as conduction currents dominate over displacement currents. Over one RF cycle, the total
electron charge Qe,pwr collected by the powered electrode
must equal the total ion charge collected
Qe;pwr ¼ euB ni;pwr Apwr sRF ;

(1)

where e is the elementary charge, uB is the local ion sound
speed or Bohm velocity, ni,pwr is the plasma density at the
inner edge of the powered sheath, Apwr is the area of the
powered electrode, and sRF is the RF period.
Additionally, because the plasma must maintain quasineutrality during the positive period sþ of Upwr(t), the total
electron charge collected by the powered electrode must be
equal to the total ion charge collected by both the powered
and grounded electrodes during sþ
Qe;pwr ¼ ðeuB ni;pwr Apwr þ euB ni;gnd Agnd Þsþ ;

(2)

where ni,gnd is the plasma density at the inner edge of the
grounded sheath and Apwr is the area of the grounded electrode.

Given that sRF ¼ sþ þ s–, equating (1) and (2) gives
sþ uB ni;pwr Apwr
¼
;
s uB ni;gnd Agnd

(3)

specifying that the ratio of the positive period to the negative
period of Upwr(t) is proportional to the ratio of the ion current
collected at each electrode. Finally, the solution for Upwr(t)
to preserve sþ and s– requires it to be displaced by the
amount of


p uB ni;gnd Agnd  uB ni;pwr Apwr
Vbias ¼ VRF sin
: (4)

2 uB ni;gnd Agnd þ uB ni;pwr Apwr
In a highly asymmetric system, assuming Agnd  Apwr and
Agnd/Apwr  uBni,pwr/uBni,gnd reduces (4) to the familiar Vbias
¼ –VRF.
This negative DC bias develops on the blocking capacitor such that the voltage waveform on the powered electrode
is
Upwr ðtÞ ¼ VRF sin ðxtÞ þ Vbias ;

(5)

where VRF is the peak voltage of the sinusoidal RF waveform
oscillating at the angular frequency x ¼ 2pf. Since the DC
Vbias is negative and constant, Upwr(t) is displaced negatively
relative to the supplied RF waveform by a fixed value, in the
range VRF  jVbias j  Upwr ðtÞ  VRF  jVbias j.
The vital implication of this derivation for the si  sRF
regime is that the Vbias that develops on the blocking capacitor
serves to preserve sþ and s–, which results in a voltage division behaviour that is very different from the simpler capacitive sheath circuit model in the si  sRF regime. A numerical
study by Ref. 28 uses the si  sRF regime sheath circuit
model to calculate the ion energy distribution (IED) for varying capacitances and inductances in the external RF circuit
while keeping the RF frequency and power fixed. The study
finds that the IED is bimodal as expected, but the low energy
peak remains constant and Vbias is approximately constant
despite changes in the impedances of the external RF circuit.
Only the high energy peak is shifted when different capacitances and inductances are used but does not correlate with Vbias.
This means that the positive peak of Upwr(t), corresponding to
the minimum potential drop at the powered sheath, responsible for the low energy peak of the IED, does not depend on
the size of the blocking capacitor or other impedances in the
external RF circuit but is instead characteristic of the plasma
parameters and the geometry of the plasma system. On the
contrary, the negative peak of Upwr(t), corresponding to the
maximum potential drop at the powered sheath, responsible
for the high energy peak of the IED, is sensitive to the impedances of the external RF circuit.25 In an industrial RIE system for example, shifts in the ion bombardment energies
might lead to undesirable process control.29 Even if the IED
can be monitored with a retarding field energy analyser
(RFEA), measurements taken in the si  sRF regime can be
significantly affected by the RF modulated plasma sheath in
front of the RFEA and thus not reflect the true IED.30
Up until now, Vbias is defined to be the mean of
the Upwr(t) waveform. However, since Upwr(t) responds
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asymmetrically to extraneous impedances in the RF circuit,
using a more stable baseline like the maxima envelope Uþ
pwr
0
¼ VRF  jVbias
j instead can provide a more rigorous definition of the self-bias voltage (Sec. V D). This paper uses the
Pocket Rocket geometrically asymmetric 13.56 MHz RF
CCP discharge to demonstrate this phenomenon in the si
1.40 sRF regime, where the radial ion drift velocity ur,i in
the 1.2 mm thick collisional powered sheath varies by Dur,i
¼ 627.1% within the RF cycle as a response to the oscillating RF electric field.31 In this regime, some assumptions of
the si  sRF regime sheath circuit model are not explicitly
valid,32,33 and a complete time-dependent treatment of ion
inertial effects is required.
III. APPARATUS

Pocket Rocket (henceforth abbreviated as PR) is a radiofrequency plasma electrothermal microthruster currently
under development by the Space Plasma, Power, and
Propulsion (SP3) Laboratory at the Australian National
University.7 At the core of PR (Fig. 1) is a hollow alumina
(Al2O3) dielectric refractory tube discharge chamber of
dimensions 18 mm in length, 2.1 mm inner radius, and
1.0 mm wall thickness. A copper (Cu) annular RF powered
electrode is fitted coaxially around the outside middle section
of the discharge chamber of dimensions 5 mm in length,
3.1 mm inner radius, and 8 mm outer radius. Macor discs
enclose the powered electrode, electrically and thermally
insulating it from the surrounding aluminium (Al) structure.
The internal surface of the PR structure acts as the grounded
electrode. It is much larger than the powered electrode; the
area ratio of Agnd/Apwr  80 makes PR a highly asymmetric
system.
A VRF ¼ 300 V (RMS RF voltage VRF ¼ 212:1 V) sinusoidal waveform at 13.56 MHz is applied to the powered
electrode from a RF power supply through an impedance
matching network (IMN). The IMN is a P-match consisting
of two variable capacitors and an inductor, with a blocking
capacitor connected after it in series. Inline digital voltage/
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current (V/I) probes are used both before and after the IMN
to measure pre- and post-match V/I values. The IMN has a
quality factor of Q  10 at the present RF voltage parameters. The voltage on the powered electrode is monitored by
the post-match V/I probe and manually adjusted at the RF
power supply in the event of it drifting away from the set
value. During operation, a negative DC bias voltage of
–1.10 V is registered at the blocking capacitor by the postmatch V/I probe, which is a negligible value relative to VRF.
This reading is separately confirmed with measurements
using an analogue oscilloscope. This means that the dielectric discharge chamber wall acts as a blocking capacitor in
its place, and most if not all of Vbias manifests across the
dielectric wall.
Argon (Ar) gas is flowed into PR through a 3 mm diameter inlet on one side of the plenum, which has dimensions of
12 mm in length and 20 mm internal radius. The static pressure of the gas is monitored using a capacitance manometer
mounted to a port on the other side of the plenum. For a
mass flow rate of m_ ¼ 2:97 106 kg s1 ¼ 100 SCCM of
Ar at T ¼ 300 K, the stagnation pressure in the plenum is a
constant pst ¼ 1.365 Torr. PR is mounted to a 20 L six-way
cross vacuum chamber. When no gas is flowing, PR and the
rest of the vacuum system achieve a base pressure of 1
mTorr with a rotary vane pump connected to the vacuum
chamber. Due to the small volume of the vacuum chamber and
the limited pumping speed, the static pressure in the vacuum
chamber rises to p0 ¼ 0.349 Torr with 100 SCCM of Ar.34
The Ar gas flowing through the discharge chamber
under the powered electrode is ignited into a capacitively
coupled plasma using 5 W of RF power. The oscillating
RF electric fields accelerate an electron avalanche, and
plasma breakdown occurs on an ls time scale. The discharge is initially symmetric,18 existing as an alpha mode
sustained by bulk electrons, before transitioning to a gamma
mode sustained by high energy secondary electrons, which
are primarily generated by ion bombardment at the surface
of the discharge chamber wall under the powered electrode

FIG. 1. 2D axisymmetric schematic of
the PR simulation domain. Fluid
regions (cyan): plenum (P), discharge
chamber (C), and downstream (D1 to
D6). Solid regions: discharge chamber
wall (CW, yellow), RF powered electrode (E, brown), insulation (I, dark
green), and grounded structure (S,
grey). Dimensions are given in units of
mm. Radial data presented in this
paper are taken along z ¼ –9.9 mm
where the plasma density peaks.
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after the formation of the self-bias. During plasma operation,
the plasma extends upstream into the plenum and also a
small distance out of the discharge chamber into the downstream region.35 Experimental measurements7,36–39 and simulation results31,34,40,41 of the PR fluid, heating, and plasma
parameters are published in these listed references.
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17–19) occur at rates per unit volume that are on the same
order of magnitude as direct ionisation. This in turn results
in a more accurate calculation of the plasma potential and
correspondingly the electric potential in the plasma sheaths
and Vbias in the dielectric discharge chamber wall.
C. Boundary conditions

IV. METHOD
A. Simulation mesh

PR is modelled using the commercial computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) and plasma multiphysics solver CFDACEþ. A two dimensional axisymmetric mesh (Fig. 1)
reproduces the physical device at actual scale in the simulation domain. A hemispherical downstream region with a
radius of 50 mm represents the vacuum chamber. This geometry is selected as a hemispherical boundary is equidistant
from the exit of the discharge chamber and isotropic, eliminating any directional bias and circulation effects that arise
from boundaries at unequal distances, as well as computational anomalies caused by corners. Since the discharge
chamber and the surrounding dielectric wall are the regions
of primary interest for resolving fluid, electric, and plasma
dynamics, the mesh density is the highest there with
0.1 mm 0.1 mm cells. The mesh density decreases smoothly
outwards in the adjacent regions to save on computation
time. Overall, the mesh density is higher than what is deemed
sufficient by previous mesh independence studies.41
B. Volume conditions

Volume conditions for solid regions include parameters
such as density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, electrical
resistivity, and relative permittivity. For fluid regions, the
density is given by the ideal gas law, and additional parameters include dynamic viscosity and mass diffusivity. All
parameters loaded into the CFD-ACEþ database are functions of temperature specific to the material or chemical
species at 1 Torr. Six species are considered in the CFDplasma simulation: Ar, Ar (4sm), Ar (4 sr), Ar (4p), Arþ, and
e–, with 29 volumetric chemical reactions (Table I): elastic
collision, 12 for electronic excitation and deexcitation, 2 for
quenching, 4 for radiative decay, and 10 for direct, stepwise,
and Penning ionisation.42,43 The discharge chamber is seeded
with 0.999996 mass fraction of neutral Ar and 106 for each
of the four other Ar species as the initial state, with the electron number density maintained by quasineutrality.
The chemistry model featured in the present CFDplasma simulations is a significant improvement to earlier
works,41,44,45 where only four species (Ar, Ar*, Arþ, and e–)
are considered, with only four reactions (elastic collision,
electronic excitation, direct ionisation, and stepwise ionisation). Notably, no deexcitation, quenching, or radiative
decay mechanisms are included previously. The inclusion of
these loss pathways in the present simulations as part of a
more complete reaction set results in a more accurate Arþ
density via the moderation of Ar(4sm), Ar(4 sr), and Ar(4p)
species, especially since deexcitation from Ar(4 sr) (reaction
No. 9) and radiative decay from Ar(4p) (reactions No.

The inlet boundary is set to admit a fixed m_ ¼ 100
SCCM of Ar at T ¼ 300 K, while the outlet boundary is set to
a fixed p0 ¼ 0.349 Torr to represent the measured pressure in
the vacuum chamber, with a fixed backflow temperature
T ¼ 300 K. A slip boundary condition with the appropriate
tangential momentum and thermal accommodation coefficients is used for fluid-solid interfaces in the present CFDplasma simulations. As detailed previously,34 using the
correct slip boundary condition is required for the simulation
results to match experimental results for PR operating in the
slip flow regime. A no-slip boundary condition overestimates
static pressure and underestimate flow velocity, while an
inviscid boundary condition results in the opposite effect and
TABLE I. Ar plasma chemical reaction set.
No.

Reaction

Elastic collision
1.
Ar þ e– ! Ar þ e–
Electronic excitation/deexcitation
2.
Ar þ e– ! Ar (4sm) þ e–
3.
Ar þ e– ! Ar (4sr) þ e–
4.
Ar þ e– ! Ar (4p) þ e–
5.
Ar(4sm) þ e– ! Ar þ e–
6.
Ar(4sm) þ e– ! Ar(4sr) þ e–
7.
Ar(4sm) þ e– ! Ar(4p) þ e–
8.
Ar(4sr) þ e– ! Ar þ e–
9.
Ar(4sr) þ e– ! Ar(4sm) þ e–
10.
Ar(4sr) þ e– ! Ar(4p) þ e–
11.
Ar(4p) þ e– ! Ar þ e–
12.
Ar(4p) þ e– ! Ar(4sm) þ e–
13.
Ar(4p) þ e– ! Ar(4sr) þ e–
Quenching
14.
15.

2Ar(4sm) ! 2Ar
Ar(4sm) þ Ar ! 2Ar

Radiative decay
16.
Arð4sr Þ ! Ar þ 
hx
17.
Arð4pÞ ! Ar þ 
hx
18.
Arð4pÞ ! Arð4sm Þ þ hx
19.
Arð4pÞ ! Arð4sr Þ þ hx
Direct/stepwise/Penning ionisation
20.
Ar þ e– ! Arþ þ 2e–
21.
Ar(4sm) þ e– ! Arþ þ 2e–
22.
Ar(4sr) þ e– ! Arþ þ 2e–
23.
Ar(4p) þ e– ! Arþ þ 2e–
24.
2Ar(4sm) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–
25.
2Ar(4sr) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–
26.
2Ar(4p) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–
27. Ar(4sm) þ Ar(4sr) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–
28.
Ar(4sm) þ Ar(4p) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–
29.
Ar(4sr) þ Ar(4p) ! Arþ þ Ar þ e–

Rate coefficient43
Collision cross section42
Collision cross section42
Collision cross section42
Collision cross section42
4:3 1016  Te0:74
3.7 1013
8:9 1013  Te0:51  e1:59=Te
4:3 1016  Te0:74
9.1 1013
8:9 1013  Te0:51  e1:59=Te
3:9 1016  Te0:71
3:0 1013  Te0:51
3:0 1013  Te0:51
2.0
2.1

1.0
3.2
3.0
3.0

1013
1021
105 s1
107 s1
107 s1
107 s1

Collision cross section42
6:8 1015  Te0:67  e4:20=Te
6:8 1015  Te0:67  e4:20=Te
1:8 1013  Te0:61  e2:61=Te
6.4 1016
16
6.4 10
(Same as No. 24)
5.0 1016
2.1 1015
16
5.0 10
(Same as No. 26)
5.0 1016 (Same as No. 26)
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gives unphysical results. The external boundaries of the simulation domain are allowed to freely radiate and exchange
thermal energy with the surrounding air by convection, in an
ambient T ¼ 300 K atmospheric pressure environment that
replicates the laboratory condition of the PR experiment.
This allows for more accurate accounting of energy throughout all of the fluid and solid regions in the simulation
domain, and also error checking as the temperature of the PR
structure is not expected to rise by any significant amount
during the time frame of the simulation.31
Additional boundary conditions are required to describe
the electrical, chemistry, and plasma interactions between
the fluid and solid surfaces. The structure surface (including
the inlet boundary and the top left boundary of the downstream region) is defined to be electrically grounded, while
the outlet boundary is defined as electrically floating. The
discharge chamber wall surface is set to dielectric, while the
boundaries of the powered electrode region are imposed with
a 13.56 MHz, VRF ¼ 300 V sinusoidal waveform. This is a
valid assumption based on the post-match V/I probe readings
and since negligible bias voltage is registered on the blocking
capacitor. Plasma-facing solid surfaces (i.e., fluid-solid interfaces and the top left wall of the downstream region) are defined
with surface chemical reactions that transform incident
Ar(4sm), Ar(4 sr), Ar(4p), and Arþ species to neutral Ar with a
sticking coefficient of unity. These surfaces are set to have a
secondary electron emission coefficient (SEEC) of 0.1,41 irrespective of the surface material. The effects of SEAE and EAE
are excluded by using a constant SEEC and a single driving
frequency of 13.56 MHz on the powered electrode.
D. Numerical method

Modelling compressible flows in CFD-ACEþ requires
the flow and heat transfer simulation modules. The addition
of plasma to the simulation domain requires the electric,
chemistry, and plasma modules. The solution methods for
each of the modules have been defined previously.34,41,45 In
addition to the base set of fluid and plasma equations, the
presently employed technique also solves for electron stochastic heating and electron pressure, as well as for ion
momentum, mobility, ohmic heating, and surface heating
from ion bombardment.
The CFD-plasma simulations are solved in a transient
manner in order to capture the time-dependent plasma
dynamics within the RF cycle, unlike previous CFD cold gas
simulations34 which have steady state solutions. Two distinct
solver time-steps are used in the present CFD-plasma simulations: Dsf ¼ 1.0 ls for fluid dynamics and Dsp ¼ 1.229 ns
for plasma dynamics, equivalent to 1/60 of the period sRF
¼ 73.7 ns of a 13.56 MHz RF cycle. 60 time-steps per RF
cycle are chosen since 1 ns is the recommended time-step
resolution for resolving plasma dynamics and performs best
with the VRF ¼ 300 V waveform used presently without being
too excessive. Dsf and Dsp are used for solving their corresponding equations independently, without any intermediate
time-stepping, and do not have to be synchronised. Some
solvers like COMSOL are limited to using a single time-step
for solving the entire system of equations for both electron
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and heavy particle dynamics.46 However, doing this or setting Dsf too small (e.g., 1 ls) causes the fluid to either be frozen in time or the solution to be unstable and divergent,
while setting Dsf too large (e.g., 1 ms or even 1 s) causes
large unphysical fluctuations and divergent behaviour. For
best results, Dsf has to be set to a value commensurate with
the dynamics of the problem.
The main feature of this dual time-step technique is that
different simulation modules run at different rates. Two distinct iterative cycles are used in the CFD-plasma simulations. The first is the “fluid iteration” if, which involves the
flow, heat transfer, and chemistry modules, controlling
parameters such as flow velocity and pressure, and are
resolved at Dsf. The second is the “plasma iteration” ip,
which involves the electric and plasma modules, controlling
parameters such as electron number density, electron temperature, and electric potential, and are resolved at Dsp.
Temperature, chemical reactions, and the mass fractions of
heavy species are also controlled by if, but these parameters
are solved intelligently on a time-step that bridges Dsf and
Dsp. The value of if is selected empirically, scaling based on
the complexity of the flow behaviour and the degree of interaction between the fluid and the plasma, while ip scales
inversely with pressure.
The present technique uses if ¼ 10 for slip regime supersonic flow with significant plasma heating and ip ¼ 5 for an
1 Torr simulation domain. This means that the electric and
plasma modules cycle for five iterations among themselves,
before passing the results at the end of the fifth plasma iteration to the flow, heat transfer, and chemistry modules. The
flow, heat transfer, and chemistry modules then cycle once
and then return their results to the electric and plasma modules. The process then repeats for a total of ten times, whereupon the final result at the end of the tenth fluid iteration
constitutes the solution of the first simulation time-step.
During each time-step, the electric and plasma parameters
advance by Dsp, while the fluid parameters advance by Dsf.
At the end of 60 time-steps, the electric and plasma parameters have advanced by sRF or exactly one RF cycle, while the
fluid parameters have advanced by 60 ls. Since Dsf is not
synchronised to Dsp, the fluid parameters must be averaged
over the RF cycle for valid interpretation.
The present technique first runs the simulation for 100
RF cycles (6000 time-steps) from static initial conditions but
with if ¼ 1 to obtain a quick but inaccurate “seed solution.”
This seed solution is used as the initial conditions to start the
“convergence run,” which goes for 1000 RF cycles (60 000
time-steps). As this process takes about a fortnight on a second generation Intel Core processor clocked at 4.5 GHz, the
convergence run is broken into ten stages to mitigate data
loss in the event of failure. The solution at the end of the convergence run is used as the initial conditions to start the “final
run” of 20 RF cycles (1200 time-steps). The results from first
half of the final run are not used as anomalies have been
known to appear when using previous solutions as initial conditions, but these anomalies tend to disappear quickly within
a few cycles and the solution returns to equilibrium shortly
thereafter. Hence, the latter 10 RF cycles (600 time-steps)
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constitute the “final solution” from which the results presented in this paper are obtained.
It is critical that the simulation settings (e.g., Dsf, Dsp, if,
ip, and the number of time-steps per RF cycle) are not
changed after committing to the convergence run process.
Previous CFD-plasma simulations of PR41,44,45 have used
only 20 time-steps per RF cycle during the convergence run
to reduce computation time. However, subsequent tests have
shown that the solution at the end of the convergence run is
of lower quality than using the present settings, with some
significant differences in the results. Although 60 time-steps
per cycle are used for the final few RF cycles in those simulations, the time is insufficient for capturing any further evolution of the solution and may thus produce erroneous
results. This issue has been resolved in the present simulation
technique.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electric potential overview

Figure 2 shows a spatiotemporal overview of the electric
potential U(t) in the different regions within PR, radially
along z ¼ –9.9 (blue lines), from the peak plasma density
position at (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 0), through the discharge chamber
(cyan), discharge chamber wall (yellow, 2.1 < r < 3.1), powered electrode (brown, 3.1 < r < 8), insulation (dark green,
8 < r < 10), and the structure (grey) beyond. The 10 RF
cycles in the final solution are averaged to give a single characteristic RF cycle with 60 time-steps. There are 60 lines in
the profile representing U(t) evaluated at each time-step of
the characteristic RF cycle, while the single solid line in the
middle of the profile represents the mean U over the period
of the characteristic RF cycle.
The structure (grey) is defined to be electrically
grounded, and therefore, U(t) is always zero in the electrically conductive Al region. In the powered electrode
(brown), the imposed sinusoidal voltage waveform Upwr(t)
causes the whole electrically conductive Cu region to
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oscillate between 6300 V. A layer of dielectric insulation
(dark green) separates the powered electrode from the
grounded structure. An electric displacement field is created
in the dielectric Macor region that bridges U(t) between the
powered electrode and the grounded structure. In these solid
regions, the mean electric potential U over one RF cycle
(solid line) is zero.
The discharge chamber wall (yellow) however exhibits a
rather different behaviour. The displacement field in the dielectric Al2O3 region, as evidenced by the gradient rrU(t), appears
to be approximately constant over the whole RF cycle, with
the electric potential at the plasma-facing surface of the wall
Uwall(t) being biased negatively relative to Upwr(t) on the powered electrode side. This is the manifestation of the self-bias
due to the geometrical asymmetry of the plasma system. At
the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 2.1), the mean electric potential
is Uwall ¼ –193 V, while the maximum and minimum values

are Uþ
wall ¼ 53 V and Uwall ¼ 458 V, respectively. This gives

a peak-to-peak range of jUþ
wall  Uwall j ¼ 511 V, equivalent to
85% of the supplied 600 V.
In the discharge chamber (cyan), the plasma potential
Up(t) peaks at the same location as the plasma density peak.
At the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 0), the mean plasma poten
tial is Up ¼ –27.0 V, while Uþ
p ¼ 61 V and Up ¼ 12:0 V,
þ

indicating that Up(t) oscillates by jUp  Up j ¼ 49 V within
the RF cycle. Up(t) is positive and higher than Upwr(t) during
sþ and clamped near zero during s–. Conversely, the potential difference across the powered sheath Up(t) – Upwr(t) is
clamped near zero during sþ and greatly positive during s–.
On the other hand, the potential difference across the
grounded sheath along the plasma-facing surfaces of the
structure (not shown in Fig. 2) is much smaller in this highly
asymmetric plasma system. These results are in agreement
with the theoretical analysis outlined in Sec. II.
B. Dielectric wall and sheath capacitances

To study the effects of varying the dielectric wall capacitance on the self-bias, two additional CFD-plasma simulations of PR are run with 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm thick discharge
chamber walls. To distinguish between the three simulations,
the default configuration with a 1.0 mm thick wall shall be
designated as PR-10, while the two new configurations shall
be designated as PR-05 and PR-15. In these simulations,
only the external radius of the discharge chamber wall is
modified, so as to preserve Agnd/Apwr.
The capacitance of a cylindrical dielectric capacitor is
given by
C¼

FIG. 2. Spatially and temporally resolved electric potential U(t) profile
through different regions of PR plotted along the radial axis on z ¼ –9.9
(blue lines). The solid line denotes the mean U, while the dotted line illustrates the oscillation of Upwr(t) in the powered electrode over one RF cycle.

2pe0 er L
 ;
R
ln
r

(6)

where e0 ¼ 8.854 1012 F m1 is the vacuum permittivity, er
is the relative permittivity of the dielectric, L is the length of
the cylinder, and R and r are its outer and inner radii, respectively. Hence, the capacitance of the section of the er ¼ 9.6
Al2O3 wall immediately in front of the L ¼ 5 mm powered
electrode is Cwall ¼ 12.5 pF, 6.9 pF, and 5.0 pF for PR-05,
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PR-10, and PR-15, respectively, which equates to an impedance of jZwall j ¼ j1=xCwall j ¼ 0:94 kX; 1:7 kX, and 2.4 kX,
respectively. For comparison, the capacitance of the blocking
capacitor used in the PR RF circuit is Cblock ¼ 100 pF.
Equivalent capacitance values can also be calculated
for the powered sheath using (6) and er ¼ 1 to give
C0s;pwr  3:2 pF. This calculation uses the outer and inner
radii of the powered sheath in PR-1031 with R ¼ 2.1 mm
and r ¼ 0.9 mm but remains approximately valid in PR-05
and PR-15 where the sheath thickness is only very slightly
different. Due to the larger size of the grounded sheath, it
may be approximated by a parallel plate capacitor with an
area equivalent to the internal grounded surface of the structure of the plenum plus the surface of the end wall facing the
downstream region. The width of the grounded sheath at the
front wall of the plenum is approximately d ¼ 1.94 mm, so
C0s;gnd ¼ e0 Agnd =d  229 pF, with a slight variation of ⱗ1 pF
between the three configurations due to different inner radii
of the rear and end walls as a result of the modified external
radius of the discharge chamber wall. The collisional sheath
capacitance equation Cs,sym  0.76  e0Asym/d is not able to
be used for PR as it is only valid for symmetric plasma
systems.22,24
The C0s;pwr and C0s;gnd values quoted above are not necessarily accurate in reality, especially in the si  sRF regime
where the plasma sheaths become resistive instead of capacitive. Instead, it is more appropriate to quantify their impedances, which in the si  sRF regime is some combination of
resistance R and capacitive reactance XC ¼ –1/xC. Since R
/ d/A uses the same geometrical parameters as XC / d/A,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the effective impedance is therefore jZj ¼ R2 þ XC2
/ jXC j. Hence, the powered and grounded sheath impedan0
0
j  z  3:7 kX and jZs;gnd
j  z  51 X, respecces are jZs;pwr
tively, where z is an unknown proportionality constant.
Figures 3 and 4 give a closer look at the electric potential Uþ and U– during the positive (sþ) and negative (s–)
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FIG. 4. Electric potential U– during the negative peak of the RF cycle
through different regions of PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green solid
line), and PR-15 (red solid line). The plasma potential U
p profile remains
largely similar across the three configurations, but the gradient rr U
p in the
powered sheath and the electric potential at the plasma-facing surface of the
discharge chamber wall U
wall are slightly different due to the different
dielectric wall capacitances Cwall.

peaks of the RF cycle, respectively, averaged over the 10 RF
cycles in the final results. Different coloured lines represent
Uþ and U– from PR-05 (red solid line), PR-10 (green solid
line), and PR-15 (blue solid line). The horizontal axes are
labelled according to the plasma and RF circuit features
instead of the physical regions of PR, tracing a path from the
plasma bulk (cyan), through the powered sheath (magenta),
dielectric wall (colour coded according to each configuration), to the powered electrode (brown). Note that the vertical axes are at different scales in the two figures. Despite
significant changes in the dielectric wall capacitance Cwall,

the plasma potential Uþ
p and Up profiles remain largely similar across the three configurations. Figures 3 and 4 also dem

onstrate the alternately positive (Uþ
p and Up  Uwall ) and
þ
þ
clamping (U
p and Up  Uwall ) behaviour of the plasma
potential and the potential difference across the powered sheath,
as well as the Up(t) > Uwall(t) behaviour mentioned earlier. The
maxima, minima, peak-to-peak, and mean values of Up(t) for
the three configurations are summarised in Table II. The values
for PR-05 tend to be slightly higher than the other two configurations, but overall the results are very close.
The most conspicuous differences between the three configurations are visible in Fig. 4: the gradient of the plasma
potential rr U
p in the powered sheath and the electric potential at the plasma-facing surface of the discharge chamber
wall U
wall during the negative peak. These differences are in
response to the different extraneous impedances in the RF circuit, in this case the capacitance Cwall of the dielectric
TABLE II. Up parameters (V).

FIG. 3. Electric potential Uþ during the positive peak of the RF cycle
through different regions of PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green solid
line), and PR-15 (red solid line). The plasma potential Uþ
p profile remains
largely similar across the three configurations. The blue, green, and red bars
on the bottom of the plot show the thickness of the dielectric wall in the
respective configurations.

Config.

Uþ
p

U
p


jUþ
p  Up j

Up

PR-05
PR-10
PR-15

64
61
60

12.8
12.0
12.3

51
49
48

28.8
27.0
26.8
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discharge chamber wall, described earlier in Sec. II. Ions falling through the powered sheath at the negative peak of the
RF cycle are accelerated to very high velocities by the electric field E ¼ rr U
p ; therefore, differences in the gradient
or
the
magnitude
of the potential drop in the powered
of U
p
sheath are expected to shift the position of the high energy
peak of the IED in the powered sheath. Since Uþ
p is unaffected by the change in the dielectric wall capacitance, the
low energy peak of the IED in the powered sheath is expected
to remain constant. Since the dimensions of the PR discharge
chamber are too small to admit a RFEA or other invasive
probes, the only way to gain valuable insight into the ion
dynamics in the powered sheath is through simulation.
C. Dielectric wall surface potential

Figure 5 plots the electric potential on the plasma-facing
surface of the dielectric discharge chamber wall Uwall(t) at
the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 2.1) in PR-05 (blue solid
line), PR-10 (green solid line), and PR-15 (red solid line).
Also plotted on the same scale is the electric potential in the
powered electrode Upwr(t) (magenta solid line). The supplied
RF waveform is the same for all three configurations. Only 4
of the total 10 RF cycles of the final results are shown for
clarity. The dashed lines denote the mean of each waveform
over all 10 RF cycles. Figure 5 clearly shows the asymmetric
response of Uwall(t) to the different discharge chamber wall
impedances. These Uwall(t) profiles suggest for the powered
sheath an IED with a constant low energy peak given the
constant maxima Uþ
wall and a high energy peak that is shifted
depending on the value of the minima U
wall .
For clearer comparison of the shapes of the Uwall(t)
waveforms, Fig. 6 plots U0wall ðtÞ ¼ Uwall ðtÞ  Uwall , or the
original waveform relative to its mean, alongside Upwr(t)
(magenta solid line). The profiles have a similar shape
across PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green solid line),
and PR-15 (red solid line). U0wall ðtÞ mostly preserves the
sinusoidal waveform of Upwr(t) but is asymmetric about its
mean, with a diminished trailing edge at each positive

FIG. 6. When plotting Uwall(t) relative to its mean, U0wall ðtÞ across the three
configurations mostly preserve the sinusoidal waveform of Upwr(t) but are
asymmetric with a diminished trailing edge at each positive peak.

peak.12 The peak-to-peak voltages are the greatest in PR05 and least in PR-15.
Table III lists the maxima, minima, peak-to-peak, and
mean values of Uwall(t) for each configuration, including the
degree of variation in each parameter. U
wall in the second
column of Table III quantifies the asymmetric response
exhibited by the negative peaks in the Uwall(t) waveforms to
different extraneous impedances in the RF circuit, in this
case, the dielectric wall capacitance, described earlier in Sec.
II and visible in Figs. 4 and 5. In PR, the affected parameter
is Uwall(t) instead of Upwr(t) because the plasma is in contact
with the discharge chamber wall instead of the powered electrode. Essentially, the RF circuit in PR has the position of the
blocking capacitor (representing the dielectric wall) and the
powered electrode switched compared to the typical arrangement. Since the self-bias manifests in Uwall(t) after the powered electrode, Upwr(t) maintains the electric potential of the
supplied RF waveform.
Of particular interest is the alignment of the positive peaks
of Uwall(t) for all three configurations in FIG, 5. The positive
peaks have an average maximum of Uþ
wall ¼ 53 V with a standard deviation of rðUþ
wall Þ ¼ 3 V, and sþ/s– ¼ 14/46 (out of 60
time-steps) is approximately constant. Since Agnd/Apwr is
unchanged, (3) implies that uB ni,pwr/uB ni,gnd is approximately
constant in each of the three configurations. While it is possible
to verify this by integrating over all the plasma-facing powered
(discharge chamber wall) and grounded electrode surfaces
over each RF cycle with the present simulation results, it is a
nontrivial task given the size of the dataset and the presence of
other non-electrode surfaces in PR.
Nonetheless, Figs. 7 and 8 are provided for reference.
Figure 7 plots the mean ion density ni (solid lines) and
the mean radial ion drift velocity ur,i (dashed-dotted lines)
TABLE III. Uwall parameters [V].

FIG. 5. Electric potential on the plasma-facing surface of the dielectric discharge chamber wall Uwall (t) in PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green
solid line), and PR-15 (red solid line), and the electric potential in the powered electrode Upwr(t) (magenta solid line). Dashed lines denote the mean
values. Uwall(t) responds asymmetrically to the different discharge chamber
wall impedances, affecting only the negative peaks and minima U
wall .

Config.

Uþ
wall

U
wall


jUþ
wall  Uwall j

Uwall

PR-05
PR-10
PR-15

56
53
52

–472
–458
–441

528
511
494

–200
–193
–185
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FIG. 7. Radial profile along z ¼ –9.9 of the mean ion density ni (solid lines)
and the mean radial ion drift velocity ur,i (dashed-dotted lines) in the discharge chamber of PR-05 (blue), PR-10 (green), and PR-15 (red). Note
that the inner radius of the discharge chamber is kept constant at 2.1 mm and
only the external radius is changed in PR-05 and PR-15.

radially along z ¼ –9.9 under the powered electrode in the
discharge chamber, over the 10 RF cycles in the final solution, in PR-05 (blue), PR-10 (green), and PR-15 (red). ni
peaks on the z-axis and falls sharply in the powered sheath as
ur,i increases to ur;i ¼ 3:0 104 m s1 due to the steep potential drop from Up to Uwall across the powered sheath.31
Figure 8 plots the mean axial ion density ni (solid lines) and
the mean axial ion drift velocity uz,i (dashed-dotted lines)
along the z-axis at r ¼ 0 using the same colours for each configuration. The position of the powered electrode is shown
by the brown bar at the top. ni peaks under the powered electrode at the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 0) in all three configurations, with similarly shaped profiles featuring a strong
central gamma mode peak and two shoulder alpha mode
plateaus. The peak values are ni ¼ 7:0 1017 m3 ;
5:4 1017 m3 , and 4.3 1017 m3 for PR-05, PR-10, and
PR-15, respectively. The left edge of the plot at z ¼ –30 is
the grounded electrode, where ions impact onto the front
wall of the plenum at uz,i ¼ –5.0 103 m s1. Along the

FIG. 8. Axial profile of the mean ion density ni (solid lines) and the mean
axial ion drift velocity uz,i (dashed-dotted lines) along the z-axis for PR-05
(blue), PR-10 (green), and PR-15 (red). ni peaks at (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 0) in all
three configurations, with similarly shaped profiles featuring a strong central
gamma mode peak and two shoulder alpha mode plateaus.
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z-axis, ions are on average moving away from the central ni
peak, which is expected as the plasma potential Up is most
positive at the peak. Figures 7 and 8 show a consistent
ur;i ni;pwr =uz;i ni;gnd across the three configurations in the powered sheath and front wall grounded sheath, respectively,
which is a reasonable indication of similar behaviour for the
plasma sheaths at all of the grounded electrode surfaces in
general. Regardless, the high degree of alignment of the positive peaks and the preservation of a constant sþ/s– in Fig. 5
are sufficient evidence to prove it so.
The final assumptions to be verified before calculating
the self-bias voltage Vbias are the ion transit time si and the
variation in the ion drift velocity Dur,i in the collisional powered sheath. The former is calculated by performing a fourth
order Runge-Kutta analysis on ur,i to obtain ri, the mean
radial drift position of the ion as a function of time.31 The
transit times are si ¼ 134 ns ¼ 1.8 sRF in PR-05, si ¼ 103 ns
¼ 1.4 sRF in PR-10, and si ¼ 86 ns ¼ 1.2 sRF in PR-15.
Given that si  sRF ; Dur;i is expected to be somewhat similar
across the three configurations: Dur;i ¼ 629:9 %; 627:1 %,
and 624.6% in PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively.
Since Dur,i is significant for all three configurations, the
assumptions made for the si  sRF regime are reasonably
valid for PR.
D. Self-bias voltage

Finally, substituting sþ/s– ¼ 14/46 into (4) gives


p 46  14

¼ 0:743 VRF
Vbias ¼ VRF sin
2 46 þ 14

(7)

which for VRF ¼ 300 V results in Vbias ¼ –223 V. However,
(4) is only accurate for a plasma that is in direct electrically
conductive contact with the powered electrode and exposed
to the full VRF amplitude of Upwr(t). This is no longer true in
plasma systems where the powered electrode is shielded
from the plasma by a component with a non-negligible
impedance. A portion of the RMS RF voltage is dropped
across the component, and the resultant RF voltage amplitude on the plasma is < VRF. In PR, this component is the
capacitive discharge chamber wall. In an industrial RIE system, this is the wafer impedance, which includes wafer bulk
and spreading resistances, oxide and insulating film capacitances, as well as gap capacitance and contact resistance
between the wafer and the powered electrode chuck.47 The
plasma in these systems is exposed to Uwall(t) or Uwafer(t),
which have amplitudes < VRF.
For this type of shielded plasma system, in particular
those operating in the si ⱗsRF regime, Vbias can be defined in
a manner that is unaffected by the extra impedances between
the powered electrode and the plasma, by using the maxima
envelope of the waveform on the plasma-facing surface of
the shielding component
0
¼ Uþ
Vbias
shield  VRF :

(8)

0
This definition of Vbias
is straightforward and applicable to
non-sinusoidal waveforms in general. Most importantly, it
is rigorous since Uþ
shield is directly correlated with the
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measurable low energy peak of the IED in the powered
0
sheath. Vbias
from (8) may also be compared with Vbias from
(4) to quantify any deviances of the plasma system from the
ideal case. For PR, (8) takes advantage of the asymmetric
response of Uwall(t) to the different discharge chamber wall
0
impedances. The result is a constant Vbias
¼ Uþ
wall  VRF
¼ 53 V–300 V ¼ 247 V across PR-05, PR-10, and
PR-15, which is expected as the root cause of the self-bias,
the geometrical area asymmetry of the grounded and powered electrodes, is the same across all three configurations.
00
¼ Uwall
Note that using the traditional definition of Vbias
is misleading as it gives erroneous and different values (last
column in Table III) for each configuration despite them hav00
ing a constant Agnd/Apwr area ratio. Moreover, Vbias
is not
meaningful as there is no direct correlation between its value
and the discharge chamber wall impedances and does not
give meaningful insight into the IED in the powered sheath.
In earlier works41,44 where the imposed voltage on the powered electrode is VRF ¼ 240 V, Uwall(t) is reported to oscillate

between Uþ
wall ¼ 70 V and Uwall ¼ 180 V. This means that
the RMS RF voltage drop across the discharge chamber wall
is 81 V, which is a significant 48% of the original 170 V. The
raised negative peaks of Uwall(t) due to such a drastic attenuation cause the mean Uwall to be artificially raised. This ulti00
mately results in an erroneous Vbias
¼ 33V, which is
unphysical as it is much smaller than the difference in the
electric potentials Uþ
wall  VRF ¼ 170 V during the positive
peaks of the RF cycle. These issues have been remedied in
the present generation of simulations and results.
0
If Vbias
is constant, then the self-bias charge Qbias
0
¼ Cwall Vbias that accumulates on the capacitive discharge
chamber wall must be proportional to Cwall. The negative
charging of the discharge chamber wall happens during
plasma breakdown and occurs on a time scale of several RF
cycles, limited by the speed of positive ions flowing into the
grounded electrode.18 While the CFD-plasma simulations do
indeed capture the self-bias charging behaviour during this
period, the solutions in the beginning are still evolving from
the initial conditions and are far from being converged.
Hence, the data required to calculate Qbias are not explicitly
available. However, Qbias / Cwall / ni is a reasonable estimate if the charging duration during plasma breakdown is
roughly similar across the three configurations. The values
of Cwall and ni given in Secs. V B and V C respectively, are
positively correlated and therefore support this estimate.
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peaks have the respective values: ni ¼ 7:0 1017 m3 ; 5:4
1017 m3 , and 4:3 1017 m3 , which has a linear correlation coefficient of 0.9995 with P using these three data
points. The shape of the ni profiles is also in good agreement
with Langmuir probe experimental measurements.7
Figure 9 plots DUwall ðtÞ ¼ jUpwr ðtÞ  U0wall ðtÞj, the absolute RF potential difference across the dielectric wall after
correcting for the mean negative DC bias of Uwall. The profiles are similarly shaped across PR-05 (blue solid line),
PR-10 (green solid line), and PR-15 (red solid line). The
asymmetric waveform is highlighted by the leading peaks
resulting from a greater RF potential difference between
Upwr(t) and the diminished trailing edge of the positive peaks
in U0wall ðtÞ. The asymmetry also causes the points of intersection between the two waveforms to be displaced from the
expected times at every 0.5 RF cycle. The RMS values of
the DUwall(t) profiles (dashed line) are Vwall ¼ 26 V; 33 V,
and 39 V for PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively.
Similar calculations can also be performed for the powered and grounded sheaths by tracking the RF potential
difference across the widths of the sheaths. For the powered
sheath, DUs;pwr ðtÞ ¼ jU0p;pwr ðtÞ  U0wall ðtÞj is evaluated
between the inner edge of the powered sheath at the coordinates ðz; rÞ ¼ ð9:9; 0:9Þ and the plasma-facing surface of
the discharge chamber wall at (–9.9, 2.1). For the grounded
sheath, DUs;gnd ðtÞ ¼ jU0p;gnd ðtÞ  U0gnd ðtÞj is evaluated between
the inner edge of the grounded sheath at the coordinates (z,
r) ¼ (–28.06, 0) and the plasma-facing surface of the front
wall at (–30, 0). The RMS values of DUs,pwr(t) are Vs;pwr
¼ 176 V; 171 V, and 164 V for PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15,
respectively, while the RMS values of DUs,gnd(t) are
Vs;gnd ¼ 9:2 V; 8:0 V, and 7.7 V given in the same order.
Note that Vwall þ Vs;pwr þ Vs;gnd do not exactly add up to
VRF ¼ 212:1 V due to the irregular shapes of the waveforms,
but the errors are only on the order of 1 V.
The Vs;pwr and Vs;gnd values may be checked against the
powered and grounded sheath impedances calculated earlier
in Sec. V B. The capacitive discharge chamber wall, powered

E. Power and voltage division

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the mean ion density ni is the
highest in PR-05 and the lowest in PR-15. It is known
from the plasma energy balance equation20 that ni is dependent on the total power absorbed by the plasma. The steady
state power P may be calculated by integrating the volumetric and surface energy in the PR simulation domain over the
10 RF cycles in the final solution. This gives P ¼ 7:0 W;
5:0 W, and 3.8 W in PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively. P for PR-10 is in close agreement with the value of
4.8 W measured with a digital inline voltage/current (V/I)
probe on the PR experimental setup. The mean ion density

FIG. 9. Absolute RF potential difference across the dielectric wall DUwall (t)
in PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green solid line), and PR-15 (red solid
line). The dashed-dotted lines denote the RMS voltage Vwall of each profile.
Only four RF cycles are shown for clarity.
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sheath, and grounded sheath may be represented by a voltage
divider circuit with their respective impedances jZwall j;
0
0
jZs;pwr
j, and jZs;gnd
j in series between VRF ¼ 212:1 V and
ground. However, due to the unknown proportionality constant z, the powered and grounded sheath section of the voltage divider circuit must be considered separately from the
capacitive discharge chamber wall.
For convenience of calculation, assume a sinusoidal
waveform for DUwall(t) instead of its actual shape shown in
0
0
Fig. 9. Then, VRF  Vwall ¼ Vp gives the total RMS RF voltage across both sheaths. Thus, the RMS RF voltage drop
across each sheath in a voltage divider circuit is given by
0

0
0 jZ j
Vs ¼ Vp 0s ;
jZp j

(9)

0
0
0
j or jZs;gnd
j; jZp0 j ¼ jZs;pwr
j
where jZs0 j represents either jZs;pwr
0
þjZs;gnd j, and the proportionality constant z is eliminated.
0
0
With jZs;pwr
j  z  3:7 kX and jZs;gnd
j  z  51 X, the RMS RF
0
voltage drop across the powered sheath is Vs;pwr ¼ 184 V;
177 V, and 171 V for PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively, while the RMS RF voltage drop across the grounded
0
sheath is Vs;gnd ¼ 2:5 V; 2:4 V, and 2.4 V in the same order.
0
In this case, the RMS RF voltages sum up to Vwall þ Vs;pwr
0
þVs;gnd ¼ VRF ¼ 212:1 V. These values are summarised in
Table IV.
0
The most obvious discrepancy is Vs;gnd being much
0
j and
lower than Vs;gnd . This is due to the calculation of jZs;gnd
0
Cs;gnd not taking into account the variation in distance
between the grounded sheath and the plasma bulk due to the
geometry of the plenum and the end wall. Areas of the
grounded sheath further away from the plasma bulk and the
powered electrode are less affected by the oscillating RF
potential. The reduction in the effective area results in a
0
j, which then
smaller C0s;gnd and therefore a larger jZs;gnd
0
0
increases the share of Vs;gnd and decreases Vs;pwr . Note that
Vs;pwr and Vs;gnd are not significantly affected by geometry
as they are measured along closely adjacent electric field
lines. Overall, the two methods of calculating the RMS RF
voltage division are in good agreement.
With these values of Vwall ; Vs;pwr , and Vs;gnd , it is now
possible to calculate the equivalent powered and grounded
sheath impedances using

Vs
jZs j ¼ jZwall j  :
V wall

(10)

This gives jZs;pwr j ¼ 6:4 kX; 9:0 kX, and 10.1 kX and
jZs;gnd j ¼ 0:34 kX; 0:42 kX, and 0.47 kX for PR-05, PR-10,
and PR-15, respectively. Following on from this, it is now
possible to calculate the RMS RF current via Ohm’s law,

which gives IRF ¼ 27 mA; 19 mA, and 16 mA for the three
configurations. The accuracy of these values may be checked
by calculating the power PRF ¼ VRF IRF , which gives 5.8 W,
4.0 W, and 3.5 W for PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively. PRF excludes the power sunk into non-electrical processes such as neutral gas heating31 and chemical reactions
and thus is in good agreement with the integrated steady state
power P for each configuration listed earlier in this section.
F. Powered electrode current

By Ohm’s law, the RMS voltage drop across the capacitive discharge chamber wall is equal to the product of the
RMS current and its impedance or Vwall ¼ Iwall jZwall j.
However, obtaining and integrating the spatiotemporal electrical current in PR are nontrivial, so the following is an
attempt to estimate Iwall , the RMS current at the plasmafacing surface of the discharge chamber wall directly underneath the powered electrode.
Iwall(t) is a combination of three different charged species fluxes: (i) Ii(t) from the ion flux, which is continuous DC
into the wall with a small varying Dur,i over it, (ii) Ie(t) from
the primary electron flux, which is a large diodic spike into
the wall during sþ, and (iii) Ie0 ðtÞ from the secondary electron flux, which is a diodic current proportional to the ion
flux by the SEEC, out of the wall during s–. These currents
are visualised in Fig. 10. Uwall(t) (black dashed-dotted line)
is plotted showing the positive period sþ and the negative
period s– on the horizontal axis in the RF cycle. The vertical
axes are normalised to the mean Ii ¼ 1 (blue dashed line),
with Ii(t) (blue) assumed to have a sinusoidal variation of
amplitude Dur,i on top of Ii, in phase with –Uwall(t).
The simulations use SEEC ¼ 0.1, which means that Ie0 ðtÞ
¼ 0:1  Ii ðtÞ (magenta), but only during s–. Ii(t) and Ie0 ðtÞ are
positive as they represent a positive ion current into the wall
and a negative secondary electron current out of the wall,
respectively. Over one RF cycle, the total negative charge
collected by the wall at the powered electrode must be equal
to the total positive charge (1). Hence, the negative area
bound by Ie(t) (red) must be equal to the positive area bound
by Ii ðtÞ þ Ie0 ðtÞ over sRF. Since Ie(t) is limited to sþ, its vertical amplitude is much larger at Ie ¼ 7:3 approximately the
same for all three configurations, assuming a shape resembling a single negative rectified sinusoidal peak. This number
is approximately constant for all three configurations as their
Dur,i are quite similar. Thus, Iwall ðtÞ ¼ Ii ðtÞ þ Ie ðtÞ þIe0 ðtÞ is
the black solid line in Fig. 10, giving the total RMS current
Iwall ¼ k  Ii , with a proportionality constant k  2.4 for all
three configurations.
Now with this estimate for Iwall , Ohm’s law in the discharge chamber wall may be roughly approximated as
eur;i ni Awall
Vwall ¼ a  k  Ii jZwall j ¼ a  k 
xCwall

0
TABLE IV. V and V values [V].

Config.

Vwall

Vs;pwr

0
Vs;pwr

Vs;gnd

0
Vs;gnd

PR-05
PR-10
PR-15

26
33
39

176
171
164

184
177
171

9.2
8.0
7.7

2.5
2.4
2.4

(11)

by assuming Ii ¼ eur;i ni Awall , where ur;i ni is the RMS ion
density flux evaluated at the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 0.9) at
the inner edge of the powered sheath, and Awall is the area of
the plasma-facing surface of the discharge chamber wall
directly underneath the powered electrode. Using Vwall from
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Fig. 9 and the values of the various parameters quoted earlier, the dimensionless proportionality constant for (11) is
calculated to be a  1.2, 1.1, and 1.1 for the three respective
configurations. The close proximity of a to unity determines
that the derivation of Iwall ¼ k  Ii and (11) are sound and
accurate.
G. Secondary electron emission

Figure 11 plots the temporal variation of the electron
energy kBTe(t) at the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 2.0), in the
discharge chamber one cell away from the plasma-facing
surface of the discharge chamber wall. This is necessary as
the fluid-solid interface is rendered across two cells on either
side of the boundary31 for certain parameters such as kBTe
and ur,i (Fig. 7). The kBTe(t) profiles for PR-05 (blue solid
line), PR-10 (green solid line), and PR-15 (red solid line)
are similar in shape and only differ in height. Also plotted in
Fig. 11 is the electric potential Uwall(t) (black dashed-dotted
line) at the plasma-facing surface of the discharge chamber
wall at the coordinates (z, r) ¼ (–9.9, 2.1). Only the positive
peaks of Uwall(t) are shown for reference.
During sþ when Uwall(t) is positive, kBTe(t) is low at
approximately 2.0 eV for all three configurations, indicating
the presence of mainly primary electrons from the plasma
bulk. During s– however when Uwall(t) is at its most negative, kBTe(t) peaks at 123 eV, 106 eV, and 92 eV for PR-05,
PR-10, and PR-15, respectively, indicating the presence of
high energy secondary electrons that have been emitted from
the surface of the discharge chamber wall due to ion bombardment. The height of the kBTe(t) peak is not only dependent on the magnitude of the potential drop across the
powered sheath but also a number of other factors (e.g., RF
driving frequency, gradient of the plasma potential, and neutral density) that affect the temporally varying ion drift
velocity ur,i(t) in the collisional powered sheath and the ion
bombardment energy. Hence, a fully self-consistent plasma
model is required to accurately resolve ion bombardment
behaviour and secondary electron emission characteristics in
PR.

FIG. 10. Representation of the electron current Ie(t) (red), ion current Ii(t)
(blue), and secondary electron current Ie0 ðtÞ (magenta) at the surface of the
discharge chamber wall. The total current Iwall(t) (black solid line) is the
sum of these individual currents. The vertical axes are normalised to Ii ¼ 1
(blue dashed line). Uwall(t) (black dashed-dotted line) is also plotted to show
the positive period sþ and the negative period s– in the RF cycle.
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These high energy secondary electrons are the primary
source of ionisation in the discharge chamber, driving the
strong central gamma mode peak in the plasma density (Fig.
8). Since the high energy secondary electrons are only emitted during s– and localised to the region under the powered
electrode, the ionisation rate (reaction No. 20 in Table I) is
the highest in the middle of the discharge chamber during
this time. During sþ, there are no high energy secondary
electrons. Instead, bulk electrons from the plenum and the
second half of the discharge chamber are drawn towards the
positive powered electrode, and the ionisation rate is the
highest in the first and last thirds of the discharge chamber
where the electric field lines are the tightest, creating the
shoulder alpha mode plateaus seen in Fig. 8.

H. Spatiotemporal variation

The secondary electrons emitted from the discharge
chamber wall lose most of their energy as they pass through
the powered sheath and end up in the plasma bulk at a stable
mean energy of kBTe ¼ 2.9 eV on average across the three
configurations. Figure 12 plots the spatiotemporal variation
of kBTe(t) radially along z ¼ –9.9 in the discharge chamber
for PR-05 (blue lines), PR-10 (green lines), and PR-15
(red lines). The solid line in the middle of each profile
denotes the mean kBTe. Notice that the actual peak of the
kBTe radial profiles occurs at two or three cells away from
the plasma-facing surface of the discharge chamber wall
(dashed lines). During sþ, the kBTe(t) radial profiles are low
and flat across the whole radius of the discharge chamber,
indicating the collapse of the powered sheath. During s–, the
kBTe(t) radial profiles start to rise near the discharge chamber
wall as ion bombardment begins to liberate high energy secondary electrons. As the kBTe(t) radial profiles rise, they also
start to extend further from the discharge chamber wall, indicating the formation of the powered sheath. The set of 60
lines representing the 60 time-steps per RF cycle illustrates
the oscillatory behaviour of kBTe(t) and the powered sheath.

FIG. 11. Temporal variation of the electron energy kBTe(t) at (z, r) ¼ (–9.9,
2.0), in PR-05 (blue solid line), PR-10 (green solid line), and PR-15 (red
solid line). Secondary electrons are emitted only during the negative period
s of Uwall(t) (black dashed-dotted line). Only four RF cycles are shown for
clarity.
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FIG. 12. Spatially and temporally resolved electron energy kBTe(t) profiles
across the radius of the discharge chamber along z ¼ –9.9 in PR-05 (blue
lines), PR-10 (green lines), and PR-15 (red lines). The mean electron
energy kBTe for PR-05 (blue solid line) and PR-15 (red solid lines) is
superimposed onto the PR-10 profile for comparison.

Additionally, there is spatial variation in the distribution
of the negative self-bias charge in the discharge chamber
wall, mainly localised to the ungrounded section of the wall
near the powered electrode. Figure 13 plots the spatiotemporal variation of Uwall(t) (top) axially along r ¼ 2.1 between
–18 z 0, and kBTe(t) (bottom) axially along r ¼ 2.0, one
cell away from the plasma-facing surface of the discharge
chamber wall in the same range. PR-05, PR-10, and PR15 are represented by the colours blue, green, and red,
respectively. The solid line in the middle of each plot
denotes the mean, while the dotted line shows the temporal
variation of each profile over the RF cycle. The axial position of the powered electrode is shown by the brown bar at
the top for each configuration, while the rear and end walls
of the grounded structure are represented by the grey bars.
The uncoloured space between the bars denotes the sections
of the discharge chamber wall that are electrically insulated

FIG. 13. Spatially and temporally resolved electron energy kBTe(t) and electric potential Uwall(t) profiles along the surface of the discharge chamber
wall (top) profiles near the surface discharge chamber wall (bottom) in PR05 (blue lines), PR-10 (green lines), and PR-15 (red lines). Solid lines
denote the mean, while the dotted lines illustrate the oscillation of the
respective profiles over one RF cycle.
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by the Macor discs from both the powered electrode and the
grounded structure (see Fig. 1).
During s–, the Uwall(t) axial profiles have a plateau shape
where Uwall(t) is greatly negative in the region underneath
the powered electrode. The electric potential at the sections
of the discharge chamber wall underneath the grounded
structure is close to zero but slightly positive (6.7 V on average) due to the presence of the positive plasma potential.
There is a steep gradient in Uwall(t) across the surface of the
insulated section of the discharge chamber wall, suggesting
that ions are drawn towards the negatively biased wall from
a wider angle in the discharge chamber instead of only in the
radial direction. During sþ, the powered sheath is collapsed,
and Uwall(t) on the ungrounded sections of the discharge
chamber wall becomes positive due to the positive Up(t) of
the plasma bulk. The positive peak of Uþ
wall is also much flator
the
mean Uwall, which
ter than the negative peak U
wall
0
(8).
results in less ambiguity in the definition of Vbias
The emission region for secondary electrons is not limited to the section of the discharge chamber wall underneath
powered electrode but extends to cover the insulated section
as well. The kBTe(t) axial profiles are low and flat in the
emission region during sþ and likewise along the grounded
section of the discharge cavity wall but for the whole RF
cycle, indicating the absence of high energy secondary electrons in the respective regions during these periods. The
kBTe(t) axial profile only rises during sþ, as illustrated by the
dotted line in each profile.
Figure 14 shows a 2D axisymmetric colour map of kBTe
in the discharge chamber at 3p/2 rad (time-step 45 out of 60)
of the RF cycle during the negative peak of Uwall(t) for PR05 (top), PR-10 (middle), and PR-15 (bottom). The colour
scale ranges from 0 eV (blue) to 127 eV (magenta), with isocurves denoting every 20 eV. kBTe peaks at 127 eV, 111 eV,
and 99 eV for PR-05, PR-10, and PR-15, respectively.
The high energy secondary electrons indicate the full extent
of the powered sheath during the negative peak of Uwall(t).
CFD-ACEþ is capable of producing plots like these for any
tracked parameter with high spatial and temporal resolution
(determined by the set mesh density and time-step size),

FIG. 14. 2D axisymmetric colour map of kBTe in the discharge chamber at
3p/2 rad (time-step 45 out of 60) of the RF cycle during the negative peak of
Uwall(t) for PR-05 (top), PR-10 (middle), and PR-15 (bottom). The colour
scale ranges from 0 eV (blue) to 127 eV (magenta), with isocurves denoting
every 20 eV.
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which may be viewed as an animation to demonstrate the
temporal evolution of fluid, electrical, and plasma properties
in the simulation domain.
VI. CONCLUSION

PR is designed with a large geometrical area asymmetry
of the grounded and powered electrodes in order to create a
strong self-bias in the dielectric discharge chamber wall. The
persistent negative DC bias sets up a steep potential drop
across the powered sheath during the negative period of the
RF cycle, which accelerates ions from the plasma bulk into
the surface of the discharge chamber wall at very high velocities. Ion bombardment on the discharge chamber wall
results in the emission of high energy secondary electrons,
which are the primary source of ionisation in the discharge
chamber, driving the strong central gamma mode peak in the
plasma density. While this cause-and-effect sequence of
events is understood in principle, it has not been experimentally quantified since access is limited by the restrictive
geometry of the discharge chamber.
A comprehensive CFD-plasma simulation technique is
employed to fully model the spatiotemporal behaviour of the
PR discharge. First, the computed ion transit time across the
powered sheath is on the order of a RF period (si  1.40
sRF), demonstrating that the quasi-steady-state sheath circuit
model for the si  sRF regime is no longer valid. Second, the
CFD-plasma model shows that a portion of the RMS RF
voltage applied to the powered electrode is dropped across
the dielectric discharge chamber wall due to its nonzero
capacitive impedance, resulting in a lower RF voltage amplitude on the plasma. As such, the definition of Vbias (4) in the
si  sRF regime, which assumes a plasma that is in direct
electrically conductive contact with the powered electrode
and exposed to the full applied RF voltage, becomes inaccurate. Third, the CFD-plasma model confirms the experimental observations that the RF voltage waveform responds
asymmetrically to extraneous impedances in the RF circuit,
whereby only the negative peak, corresponding to the maximum potential drop at the powered sheath and the high
energy peak of the IED, is sensitive to changes in impedance.
Thus, the traditional definition for the self-bias voltage as
00
Vbias
¼ Uwall is also no longer valid.
0
(8) is suggested
Hence, an alternative definition of Vbias
for the class of shielded plasma systems operating in the
si ⱗsRF regime. Using Uþ
wall in the case of PR, or in general
the maxima envelope of the RF waveform on the plasmafacing surface of the shielding component, provides a more
stable baseline for a more rigorous definition of the selfbias voltage, since it is characteristic of the plasma parameters and the geometry of the plasma system. Additional
advantages of this definition are that it is applicable to nonsinusoidal waveforms and directly correlated with the measurable low energy peak of the IED in the powered sheath.
0
Vbias
calculated from (8) may also be compared with Vbias
from (4) to quantify any deviances of the plasma system
from the ideal case.
The definitive characterisation of the self-bias in PR is
achieved by means of CFD-plasma simulations of three
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configurations of PR in which the discharge chamber wall
thickness is varied. The simulation technique and numerical
method are extensively documented and accurately reflect
the experimental apparatus. The CFD-plasma model of PR
has previously been verified against experimental measurements of power, plasma density, and spatiotemporal heating
trends. Presently, the simulated self-bias behaviour in PR is
demonstrated to be in very good agreement with theoretical
calculations of parameters such as capacitance, impedance,
charge, current, voltage, and power. The high degree of spatiotemporal resolution, details, and accuracy of the results
impart confidence in the CFD-plasma model of PR. This
simulation technique may be adapted to study other similar
discharges in a comprehensive manner that is not possible
with RF electrical circuit models or invasive experiments.
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